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Postcolonial Citizens and Ethnic Migration
The rise of dual citizenship could hardly have been imaginable to a time traveler
from a hundred or even fifty years ago. Dual nationality was once considered an
offense to nature, an abomination on the order of bigamy. It was the stuff of titanic
battles between the United States and European sovereigns. As those conflicts
dissipated, dual citizenship continued to be an oddity, a condition that, if not quite
freakish, was nonetheless vaguely disreputable, a status one could hold but not
advertise. Even today, some Americans mistakenly understand dual citizenship to
somehow be “illegal”, when in fact it is completely tolerated. Only recently has the
status largely shed the opprobrium to which it was once attached. At Home in Two
Countries charts the history of dual citizenship from strong disfavor to general
acceptance. The status has touched many; there are few Americans who do not
have someone in their past or present who has held the status, if only
unknowingly. The history reflects on the course of the state as an institution at the
level of the individual. The state was once a jealous institution, justifiably
demanding an exclusive relationship with its members. Today, the state lacks both
the capacity and the incentive to suppress the status as citizenship becomes more
like other forms of membership. Dual citizenship allows many to formalize
sentimental attachments. For others, it’s a new way to game the international
system. This book explains why dual citizenship was once so reviled, why it is a
fact of life after globalization, and why it should be embraced today.

Flexible Citizenship
Citizenship 2.0 focuses on an important yet overlooked dimension of globalization:
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the steady rise in the legitimacy and prevalence of dual citizenship. Demand for
dual citizenship is particularly high in Latin America and Eastern Europe, where
more than three million people have obtained a second citizenship from EU
countries or the United States. Most citizenship seekers acquire EU citizenship by
drawing on their ancestry or ethnic origin; others secure U.S. citizenship for their
children by strategically planning their place of birth. Their aim is to gain a second,
compensatory citizenship that would provide superior travel freedom, broader
opportunities, an insurance policy, and even a status symbol. Drawing on
extensive interviews and fieldwork, Yossi Harpaz analyzes three cases: Israelis who
acquire citizenship from European-origin countries such as Germany or Poland;
Hungarian-speaking citizens of Serbia who obtain a second citizenship from
Hungary (and, through it, EU citizenship); and Mexicans who give birth in the
United States to secure American citizenship for their children. Harpaz reveals the
growth of instrumental attitudes toward citizenship: individuals worldwide
increasingly view nationality as rank within a global hierarchy rather than as a
sanctified symbol of a unique national identity. Citizenship 2.0 sheds light on a
fascinating phenomenon that is expected to have a growing impact on national
identity, immigration, and economic inequality.

Globalization and Citizenship
Contesting Citizenship in Urban China
Contrary to predictions that it would become increasingly redundant in a
globalizing world, citizenship is back with a vengeance. The Oxford Handbook of
Citizenship brings together leading experts in law, philosophy, political science,
economics, sociology, and geography to provide a multidisciplinary, comparative
discussion of different dimensions of citizenship: as legal status and political
membership; as rights and obligations; as identity and belonging; as civic virtues
and practices of engagement; and as a discourse of political and social equality or
responsibility for a common good. The contributors engage with some of the oldest
normative and substantive quandaries in the literature, dilemmas that have
renewed salience in today's political climate. As well as setting an agenda for
future theoretical and empirical explorations, this Handbook explores the state of
citizenship today in an accessible and engaging manner that will appeal to a wide
academic and non-academic audience. Chapters highlight variations in citizenship
regimes practiced in different countries, from immigrant states to 'non-western'
contexts, from settler societies to newly independent states, attentive to both
migrants and those who never cross an international border. Topics include the
'selling' of citizenship, multilevel citizenship, in-between statuses, citizenship laws,
post-colonial citizenship, the impact of technological change on citizenship, and
other cutting-edge issues. This Handbook is the major reference work for those
engaged with citizenship from a legal, political, and cultural perspective. Written
by the most knowledgeable senior and emerging scholars in their fields, this
comprehensive volume offers state-of-the-art analyses of the main challenges and
prospects of citizenship in today's world of increased migration and globalization.
Special emphasis is put on the question of whether inclusive and egalitarian
citizenship can provide political legitimacy in a turbulent world of exploding social
inequality and resurgent populism.
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Citizenship 2.0
Irregular migrants complicate the boundaries of citizenship and stretch the
parameters of political belonging. Comprised of refugees, asylum seekers, "illegal"
labor migrants, and stateless persons, this group of migrants occupies new
sovereign spaces that generate new subjectivities. Investigating the role of
irregular migrants in the transformation of citizenship, Anne McNevin argues that
irregular status is an immanent (rather than aberrant) condition of global
capitalism, formed by the fast-tracked processes of globalization. McNevin casts
irregular migrants as more than mere victims of sovereign power, shuttled from
one location to the next. Incorporating examples from the United States, Australia,
and France, she shows how migrants reject their position as "illegal" outsiders and
make claims on the communities in which they live and work. For these migrants,
outsider status operates as both a mode of subjectification and as a site of active
resistance, forcing observers to rethink the enactment of citizenship. McNevin
connects irregular migrant activism to the complex rescaling of the neoliberal
state. States increasingly prioritize transnational market relations that disrupt the
spatial context for citizenship. At the same time, states police their borders in ways
that reinvigorate territorial identities. Mapping the broad dynamics of political
belonging in a neoliberal era, McNevin provides invaluable insight into the social
and spatial transformation of citizenship, sovereignty, and power.

Limits of Citizenship
In principle, no human individual should be rendered stateless: the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights stipulates that the right to have or change citizenship
cannot be denied. In practice, the legal claim of citizenship is a slippery concept
that can be manipulated to serve state interests. On a spectrum from those who
enjoy the legal and social benefits of citizenship to those whose right to nationality
is outright refused, people with many kinds of status live in various degrees of
precariousness within states that cannot or will not protect them. These include
documented and undocumented migrants as well as conventional refugees and
asylum seekers living in various degrees of uncertainty. Vulnerable populations
such as ethnic minorities and women and children may find that de jure citizenship
rights are undermined by de facto restrictions on their access, mobility, or security.
The Human Right to Citizenship provides an accessible overview of citizenship
regimes around the globe, focusing on empirical cases of denied or weakened legal
rights. Exploring the legal and social implications of specific national contexts,
contributors examine the status of labor migrants in the United States and Canada,
the changing definition of citizenship in Nigeria, Germany, India, and Brazil, and
the rights of ethnic groups including Palestinians, Rohingya refugees in
Bangladesh, Bangladeshi migrants to India, and Roma in Europe. Other chapters
consider children's rights to citizenship, multiple citizenships, and unwanted
citizenships. With a broad geographical scope, this volume provides a wide-ranging
theoretical and legal framework to understand the particular ambiguities,
paradoxes, and evolutions of citizenship regimes in the twenty-first century.
Contributors: Michal Baer, Kristy A. Belton, Jacqueline Bhabha, Thomas Faist, Jenna
Hennebry, Nancy Hiemstra, Rhoda E. Howard-Hassmann, Audrey Macklin,
Margareta Matache, Janet McLaughlin, Carolina Moulin, Alison Mountz, Helen
O'Nions, Chidi Anselm Odinkalu, Sujata Ramachandran, Kim Rygiel, Nasir Uddin,
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Margaret Walton-Roberts, David S. Weissbrodt.

The Human Right to Citizenship
Ethnicity and Globalization
This book, written by one of the leading authorities on migration, traces the growth
of global migration since 1945, showing how it has produced fundamental
economic, social and cultural changes in most parts of the world. Using techniques
of comparative analysis the book shows the gap between global migration and
policy. As the postwar demand for labour outstripped supply, flows of ethnic
migration were encouraged throughout the developed Western countries. The
rooting of new ethnicities in different soils was neither planned or managed
effectively. The book shows how the economic demand for work has been
supplemented by the demand from asylum seekers to recognize injustice and
oppression. The book also examines the emergence of multicultural societies and
the impact of this on traditional concepts of citizenship, culture and identity.

Contesting Citizenship
Mass migration and globalization are creating new and deep challenges to
education systems the world over. In this volume, some of the world’s leading
researchers in multicultural education and immigration discuss critical issues
related to cultural sustainability, structural inclusion, and social cohesion. The
authors consider how global migration is forcing nation-states to reexamine and
reinvent the ways in which they socialize and educate diverse groups for
citizenship and civic engagement. These chapters also address how schools can
help migrant and immigrant groups attain the knowledge, values, and skills
required to become fully participating citizens, while retaining important aspects of
their home, community, languages, and culture. Case studies from the United
States and Israel are used to illustrate how these concepts are manifested in two
immigrant nations. Contributors: Tali Aderet-German, Ayman K. Agbaria, James A.
Banks, Zvi Bekerman, Miriam Ben-Peretz, Amy K. Marks, Minas Michikyan, John P.
Myers, Sonia Nieto, Carola Suárez-Orozco, Marcelo M. Suárez-Orozco, Guadalupe
Valdés, and Gregory White “An invaluable guide to understanding the multiple
complexities and challenges involved in designing a transformative multicultural
civic education.” —Robert F. Arnove, Indiana University, Bloomington “This
impressive volume offers valuable insights to teachers, teacher educators, and
researchers concerned with preparing youth to be participating democratic
citizens.” —Carole L. Hahn, Emory University “This important book outlines a set of
urgent issues for both scholars and practitioners committed to the fuller expression
worldwide of education for democracy.” —Margaret Crocco,Michigan State
University “A stellar group of scholars integrates the migration question into issues
related to teaching and learning, as well as teacher preparation.” —Gloria LadsonBillings, University of Wisconsin–Madison “This visionary book highlights research,
theory, and practices that can be used to help all students become effective and
engaged citizens.” —Linda Darling-Hammond, Stanford University and President of
the Learning Policy Institute
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Theories of Local Immigration Policy
This collection explores how, in an era of globalization, different nations' distinct
traditions of national citizenship and universal rights affect their responses to
global migration, markets and international ties.

People Out of Place
From anxiety about Muslim immigrants in Western Europe to concerns about
undocumented workers and cross-border security threats in the United States,
disputes over immigration have proliferated and intensified in recent years. These
debates are among the most contentious facing constitutional democracies, and
they show little sign of fading away. Edited and with an introduction by political
scientist Rogers M. Smith, Citizenship, Borders, and Human Needs brings together
essays by leading international scholars from a wide range of disciplines to explore
the economic, cultural, political, and normative aspects of comparative
immigration policies. In the first section, contributors go beyond familiar
explanations of immigration's economic effects to explore whose needs are truly
helped and harmed by current migration patterns. The concerns of receiving
countries include but are not limited to their economic interests, and several
essays weigh different models of managing cultural identity and conflict in
democracies with large immigrant populations. Other essays consider the
implications of immigration for politics and citizenship. In many nations, large-scale
immigration challenges existing political institutions, which must struggle to foster
political inclusion and accommodate changing ways of belonging to the polity. The
volume concludes with contrasting reflections on the normative standards that
should guide immigration policies in modern constitutional democracies.
Citizenship, Borders, and Human Needs develops connections between thoughtful
scholarship and public policy, thereby advancing public debate on these complex
and divisive issues. Though most attention in the collection is devoted to the
dilemmas facing immigrant-receiving countries in the West, the volume also
explores policies and outcomes in immigrant-sending countries, as well as the
situation of developing nations—such as India—that are net receivers of migrants.

Handbook of the Economics of International Migration
The economic literature on international migration interests policymakers as well
as academics throughout the social sciences. These volumes, the first of a new
subseries in the Handbooks in Economics, describe and analyze scholarship
created since the inception of serious attention began in the late 1970s. This
literature appears in the general economics journals, in various field journals in
economics (especially, but not exclusively, those covering labor market and human
resource issues), in interdisciplinary immigration journals, and in papers by
economists published in journals associated with history, sociology, political
science, demography, and linguistics, among others. Covers a range of topics from
labor market outcomes and fiscal consequences to the effects of international
migration on the level and distribution of income – and everything in between.
Encompasses a wide range of topics related to migration and is multidisciplinary in
some aspects, which is crucial on the topic of migration Appeals to a large
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community of scholars interested in this topic and for whom no overviews or
summaries exist

Irregular Citizenship, Immigration, and Deportation
The twelve chapters included in this book address various issues related to
Chinese migration, indigenization and exchange with special reference to the era
of globalization. As the waves of Chinese migration started in the last century, the
emphasis, not surprisingly, is placed on the OC migrant statesOCO rather than OC
indigenous statesOCO. Nevertheless, many chapters are also concerned with
issues of OC settling downOCO and OC becoming part of the local scenesOCO.
However, the settling/integrating process has been interrupted by a globalizing
world, new Chinese migration and the rise of China at the end of 20th century.

At Home in Two Countries
This book introduces the concept of 'act of citizenship' and in doing so, re-orients
the study of what it means to be a citizen. Isin and Nielsen show that an 'act of
citizenship' is the event through which subjects constitute themselves as citizens.
They claim that such an act involves both responsibility and answerability, but is
ultimately irreducible to either. This study of citizenship is truly interdisciplinary,
drawing not only on new developments in politics, sociology, geography and
anthropology, but also on psychoanalysis, philosophy and history. Ranging from
Antigone and Socrates in the ancient world to checkpoints, euthanasia and flash
mobs in the modern one, the 'acts' and chapters here build up a dynamic and wideranging picture. Acts of Citizenship provides important new insights for all those
concerned with the relationship between individuals, groups and polities.

Citizenship, Borders, and Human Needs
This book presents a systematic study of the history, theory and policy of investor
citizenship and residence programmes. It explores how states develop new rules of
joining their community in response to globalisation and highlights the tension
between citizenship policies aimed at migrant integration and those, such as the
sale of passports, which create ‘long-distance citizens’. Individual chapters offer
insights in the historical relationship between citizenship, money and property;
discuss arguments that support and counter the practice of the sale of citizenship;
and examine the interests and strategies of the different actors—states,
companies, individuals—that constitute the ‘supply’ and ‘demand’ sides of the
burgeoning citizenship industry. The book provides a global overview of the market
for investor citizenship as well as a separate policy analysis of the sale of
citizenship and residence in the European Union.

The Oxford Handbook of Postwar European History
3. Explaining incorporation regimes

Citizenship and Migration in the Era of Globalization
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This book examines theories and specific experiences of international migration
and social transformation, with special reference to the effects of neo-liberal
globalization on four societies with vastly different historical and cultural
characteristics: South Korea, Australia, Turkey and Mexico.

Blurred Boundaries
A multidisciplinary group of scholars examines how the actions of the United States
as a global leader are worsening pressures on people worldwide to migrate, while
simultaneously degrading migrant rights. Uniting such diverse issues as market
reform, drug policy, and terrorism under a common framework of human rights,
the book constitutes a call for a new vision on immigration.

The 3rd ASEAN Reader
Stephen Castles provides a deeper understanding of recent ‘migration crises’ in
this fascinating and highly topical work. The book links theory and methodology to
real-world migration experiences, with a truly global perspective and in-depth
analysis of the links between economics, migration and asylum and refugee issues.

Making People Illegal
The 21st century has seen growing numbers of seniors turning to migration in
response to newfound challenges to traditional forms of retirement and old-age
support, such as increased longevity, demographically aging populations, and
global neoliberal trends reducing state welfare. Chinese-born migrants to the U.S.
serve as an exemplary case of this trend, with 30 percent of all migrants since
1990 being at least 60 years old. This book tells their story, arguing that they
demonstrate the significance of age as a mediating factor that is fundamentally
important for considering how migration is experienced. The subjects of this study
are situated at the crossroads of Chinese immigrant and Chinese-American
experiences, embodying many of the ambiguities and paradoxes that complicate
common understandings of each group. These are older individuals who have
waited their whole lives to migrate to the U.S. to rejoin family but often experience
unanticipated family conflict when they arrive. They are retirees living at the social
and economic margins of American society who nonetheless find significant
opportunities to achieve meaningful retired lifestyles. They are members of a
diaspora spanning vast regional and ideological differences, yet their wellbeing
hinges on everyday interactions with others in this diverse community. Their
stories highlight the many possibilities for mutual engagement that connect
Chinese and American ways of being and belonging in the world.

Global Migration, Diversity, and Civic Education
This book uses human rights as part of a constructivist methodology designed to
establish a causal relationship between human rights violations and different types
of social and political conflict in Europe and North America.

The American Passport in Turkey
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A sustained engagement with the increasingly complicated global, transnational
and postmodern nature of citizenship

Trading Barriers
Post-Mao market reforms in China have led to a massive migration of rural
peasants toward the cities. Denied urban residency, this "floating population"
provides labour but loses out on government benefits. This study challenges the
notion that markets promote rights and legal equality.

Migration in a Globalised World
Ethnographic and theoretical accounts of the transnational practices of Chinese
elites, showing how they constitute a dispersed Chinese public, but also how they
reinforce the strength of capital and the state.

Human Rights, Migration, and Social Conflict
Immigration is continuously and rapidly changing the face of Western countries.
While newcomers are harbingers of change, host nations also participate in how
new populations are incorporated into their social and political fabric. Bringing
together a transcontinental group of anthropologists, this book provides an indepth look at the current processes of immigration, political behavior, and
citizenship in both the United States and Europe. Essays draw on issues of race,
national identity, religion, and more, while addressing questions, including: How
should citizenship be defined? In what ways do immigrants use the political
process to achieve group aims? And, how do adults and youth learn to become
active participants in the public sphere? Among numerous case studies, examples
include instances of racialized citizenship in “Algerian France,” Ireland’s new
citizenship laws in response to asylum-seeking mothers, the role of Evangelical
Christianity in creating a space for the construction of an identity that transcends
state borders, and the Internet as one of the new public spheres for the expression
of citizenship, be it local, national, or global.

Chinese Senior Migrants and the Globalization of Retirement
In an age of globalization there is frequent migration across national borders,
resulting in a reconsideration of the notion, practice and social institution of
national citizenship. Addressing this phenomenon, the book focuses on the
exchange between, and responses, of Korea and Germany. In particular, the book
deals extensively with citizenship in Korea where the concept of citizenship is
young, and thus the study of citizenship is relatively scarce. This book may be the
first of its kind, bringing together eminent Korean and German scholars to analyse
various aspects of citizenship in Korea. It is hoped that it will contribute to
scholarship in the fields of citizenship and migration and to an understanding of
the flow of people and ideas between Asia and Europe.

Citizenship and Migration
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International migration has emerged in the last decade as one of the world’s most
controversial and pressing issues. This thought-provoking textbook offers the
reader a more nuanced and knowledgeable understanding of the complex
economic, political, cultural, and moral concerns that arise when people move
across borders seeking admission into other countries. Splitting the text into five
broad sections, Steiner facilitates easy navigation of the complex discussions that
surround the issue of migration: Section One – Introduction: examines how the
central questions that frame the book will be addressed, including: what criteria
should be used to admit migrants? and How should a country grant citizenship?
Section Two – Immigrants: discusses the criteria for accepting immigrants, dealing
with the unwanted, and assessing the economic, cultural and political impacts.
Section Three – Refugees: evaluates the methods used to protect refugees, the
controversies surrounding asylum and the shortcomings of current refugee
definitions. Section Four – Citizenship: charts the rise of nationalism, presents
modern issues of minority rights and diversity, and examines processes of
naturalization across the globe. Section Five – Conclusion: considers more
unconventional approaches to migration and citizenship, and suggests moving
towards a more holistic approach. Carefully constructed to spark discussion and
student reflection and featuring suggested resources at the end of each section,
this book offers dozens of contemporary examples and case studies from across
the globe. International Migration and Citizenship Today is essential reading for not
only students of migration and citizenship, but also globalization, international
relations, and democracies.

International Migration and Citizenship Today
Making People Illegal evaluates why migration law in the twenty-first century is
markedly different from even the recent past, and argues that this is a harbinger of
paradigm shift in the rule of law."--BOOK JACKET.

Migrations and Mobilities
First published in 1999, this volume examines new forms of cultural diversity which
result from migration and globalization. Historically, most liberal democracies have
developed on the basis of national cultures – either a single one, or a dominant
one, or a federation of several ones. However, political and economic
developments have upset traditional patterns and have blurred established
boundaries. Ongoing immigration from diverse origins has inserted new ethnic
minorities into formerly homogenous populations. Democratic liberties and rights
provided opportunities for old and new marginalized minorities to resist
assimilation and to assert identities. The resulting pattern of multiculturalism is
different from earlier ones. Often cultural boundaries are neither clearly defined
nor do they simply dissolve by assimilation into a dominant group – they have
become fuzzy and a constant source of real or imagined hostility and anxiety. A
proliferation of mixed identities goes together with stronger claims for cultural
rights and escalating hostilities between ethnic minorities and national majorities.
In many countries multiculturalism is today perceived as a challenge rather than as
an enrichment. The book focuses on the question how institution and policies of
liberal democracies can cope with these trends. The book addresses two tasks: 1)
To compare different national contexts and types of ethnic groups (immigrant and
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indigenous, linguistic and religious minorities) and to discuss how policies of
multicultural integration have to be adapted in order to cope with such differences.
2) To evaluate the impact of common rends of globalization which link societies
and encourage convergence between national models of multicultural integration.

Citizenship, Political Engagement, and Belonging
Explores the complex relationship between globalization and citizenship,
discussing the current worldwide campaigns for civil rights and democracy in the
digital media age in light of tightening governmental controls on citizenship and
border access.

International Migration and Human Rights
Deportation has again taken a prominent place within the immigration policies of
nation-states. Irregular Citizenship, Immigration, and Deportation addresses the
social responses to deportation, in particular the growing movements against
deportation and detention, and for freedom of movement and the regularization of
status. The book brings deportation and anti-deportation together with the aim of
understanding the political subjects that emerge in this contested field of
governance and control, freedom and struggle. However, rather than focusing on
the typical subjects of removal – refugees, the undocumented, and irregular
migrants – Irregular Citizenship, Immigration, and Deportation looks at the ways
that citizens get caught up in the deportation apparatus and must struggle to
remain in or return to their country of citizenship. The transformation of ‘regular’
citizens into deportable ‘irregular’ citizens involves the removal of the rights,
duties, and obligations of citizenship. This includes unmaking citizenship through
official revocation or denationalization, as well as through informal, extra-legal,
and unofficial means. The book features stories about struggles over removal and
return, deportation and repatriation, rescue and abandonment. The book features
eleven ‘acts of citizenship’ that occur in the context of deportation and antideportation, arguing that these struggles for rights, recognition, and return are
fundamentally struggles over political subjectivity – of citizenship. This book will be
of interest to students and scholars of citizenship, migration and security studies.

The Oxford Handbook of Citizenship
This book argues that basing citizenship on singular and individual membership in
a nation-state is no longer adequate, since the nation-state model itself is being
severely eroded. It examines issues of citizenship and difference in the Asia-Pacific
region.

Acts of Citizenship
This volume covers subjects as diverse as the meaning of European identity,
southern Europe after dictatorship, the cultural meanings of the bomb, the 1968
student uprisings immigration, welfare, and coming to terms with the Nazi past.

The Global Market for Investor Citizenship
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Over the past two decades, ISEAS has compiled abridged articles that analyse key
aspects of Southeast Asia’s development and the ASEAN process. The ASEAN
Reader was published in 1992 just as the Cold War ended, while The Second
ASEAN Reader came in 2003 in the wake of the 1997 Asian crisis and the
September 11 attacks in 2001. The past decade has not been spared its share of
intense changes, with the rise of China and India bringing new challenges to the
region’s power equation, and the impact of the 2008 global financial crisis. Despite
this, the momentum towards an integrated ASEAN community has been
maintained. The articles in The Third ASEAN Reader study the trends and events of
recent years, and discuss the immediate future of Southeast Asia.

Migration, Indigenization and Interaction
This book offers a critical account of studies of local immigration policy and a
relational approach to explain its emergence, variation, and effects in a context of
interdependence and globalization. The author emphasizes the horizontal
interactions between local governments, and vertical interactions between local
and national levels of government, as well as international interactions.
Everywhere in the world, a growing number of cities are faced with challenges and
opportunities brought by immigration. While some local governments have
welcomed immigrants and promoted their social inclusion, others have actively
prevented their arrival and settlement. Most studies emphasize the role of local
conditions in the making and implementation of local immigration policy, but this
book argues that broader processes– such as inter-governmental relations,
economic globalization, and international institutions– are crucial.

Migration, Citizenship and Identity
Why have countries increasingly restricted immigration even when they have
opened their markets to foreign competition through trade or allowed their firms to
move jobs overseas? In Trading Barriers, Margaret Peters argues that the
increased ability of firms to produce anywhere in the world combined with growing
international competition due to lowered trade barriers has led to greater limits on
immigration. Peters explains that businesses relying on low-skill labor have been
the major proponents of greater openness to immigrants. Immigration helps lower
costs, making these businesses more competitive at home and abroad. However,
increased international competition, due to lower trade barriers and greater
economic development in the developing world, has led many businesses in
wealthy countries to close or move overseas. Productivity increases have allowed
those firms that have chosen to remain behind to do more with fewer workers.
Together, these changes in the international economy have sapped the crucial
business support necessary for more open immigration policies at home,
empowered anti-immigrant groups, and spurred greater controls on migration.
Debunking the commonly held belief that domestic social concerns are the
deciding factor in determining immigration policy, Trading Barriers demonstrates
the important and influential role played by international trade and capital
movements.

Servants of Globalization
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Social Transformation and Migration
In an age of globalization there is frequent migration across national borders,
resulting in a reconsideration of the notion, practice and social institution of
national citizenship. Addressing this phenomenon, the book focuses on the
exchange between, and responses, of Korea and Germany. In particular, the book
deals extensively with citizenship in Korea where the concept of citizenship is
young, and thus the study of citizenship is relatively scarce. This book may be the
first of its kind, bringing together eminent Korean and German scholars to analyse
various aspects of citizenship in Korea. It is hoped that it will contribute to
scholarship in the fields of citizenship and migration and to an understanding of
the flow of people and ideas between Asia and Europe.

Citizenship and Migration in the Era of Globalization
As the velocity and intensity of migrations increase around the world, legal
citizenship and ethnicity are becoming two of the most contested issues facing the
modern state. Many of today's debates about immigration are focused on
arguments around the positive and negative effects of increased ethnic diversity
and who should be entitled to legal membership. What does it mean politically
then to arrive in a country privileged as a legal citizen or co-ethnic? This book is
the first to comparatively analyze the political realities of Dutch Antillean citizens
in the Netherlands, and Latin American Nikkeijin (Japanese descendants) in Japan,
who inherit host state access as post-colonial citizens and ethnic immigrants.
Sharpe's unique cross-regional investigation considers the ways in which
globalization, immigration, citizenship, and ethnicity interact as a means to
understanding some of the strains and contradictions of membership in
contemporary liberal democratic states. Postcolonial Citizens and Ethnic Migration
will appeal to a wide range of scholars in political science, sociology, anthropology,
international relations, ethnic studies and migration.

Ambiguous Citizenship in an Age of Global Migration
This broad thematic study offers a major new research perspective on international
migration in the context of globalisation.
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